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1. BACKGROUND 

 
The present deliverable sums up the user feedback gathered throughout the lifetime of 
the EUMSSI project. It has primarily supported the development of the demonstrators 
(D6.2 and D6.4). 
 
This deliverable is based upon D7.1 and D7.2 (first and second version of 
Demonstration and Validation Plan), which provided the basic plan for testing activities. 
 
This document is about evaluation of the Storytelling Tool. For documentation on 
evaluation of the Second-Screen Tool please read D7.4. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

 
The present document contains the following sections.  

Section 3 describes the defining features and functionalities of the Storytelling Tool. 

In Section 4 an overview of the evaluation activities is provided. Both User Days were 

joint evaluation events together with the MULTISENSOR project.  

Section 5 presents and describes the evaluation results including the DW Journalist 

testing and the user evaluation at the second user day in Barcelona. 

Finally, Section 6 summarises the results and provides an outlook to exploitation 

opportunities. 
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3. THE STORYTELLING (CONTEXTUALISING) TOOL 

 
The Storytelling tool (aka Contextualising tool) is a platform which provides a user - 
typically a journalist - with several new and innovative techniques for researching a 
topic and easily publishing a multimedia based story. It targets professional users 
within the news editing community, and assists them in the task of gathering building 
blocks to compile a story. It primarily aims at improving productivity of European 
audiovisual content management companies and broadcaster. 
 
The Storytelling tool serves as a basis for finding background information, for 
collaboration, for generating illustrations for the general public, and for compiling a 
report, i.e., providing the essential building blocks to tell a story. 
 
The Storytelling tool and its genesis are described in detail in D6.4 Final version of 

Contextualising Tool. 
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4. EVALUATION OVERVIEW 

 
This section provides an overview of evaluation activities which took place to improve 
and enhance the Storytelling tool. 
 

4.1. Evaluation Cycles of the Storytelling Tool 

The development of the Storytelling tool was continuously supported through 
validation and evaluation activities, both formal, by qualitative evaluation sessions, and 
informal, by continuous feedback loops delivered by user partner Deutsche Welle. The 
Storytelling tool is technically based on an integrated multimodal platform, which also 
underwent thorough validations. 
 

 

Figure 1: Evaluation overview for the Storytelling Tool 

 

4.2. Second User Day 

 
The second joint user day between EUMSSI and MULTISENSOR project was organised 
in Barcelona on September 22nd 2016.  
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Figure 2: Invitation to the Second EUMSSI-MULTISENSOR User Day 

 
Numerous visitors and consortium members attended the information and evaluation 
meeting. After a short introduction by the project coordinators of MS and EUMSSI, the 
attendees were asked to carry out a few tasks designed to experience most of the 
functionalities the demonstrator provided. These sessions were usually held in small 
groups, i.e. the EUMSSI staff explained the tool to one to three visitors and then 
guided them through the validation. The testers could ask questions or ask for help 
during the whole session. At the end of each session, that took 30 minutes on average, 
the users were asked to fill in a short questionnaire. 
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Figure 3: Photo impressions from the Second User Day; Images by Tilman Wagner 
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5. EVALUATION RESULTS 

 
This section includes the results for the evaluation testing of the Storytelling tool.  
 

5.1. DW Journalist Testing 

In June 2016 a first qualitative test on the Storytelling tool took place. User feedback 

from ten Journalists at Deutsche Welle was collected. The basic evaluation task was to 

use the Storytelling prototype and get familiar with it. The suggested subject of 

research was “Cuba and its foreign affairs”, and we asked them to find interesting 

items and positions and then produce a multimedia-based story. Finally, the 

participants filled out a questionnaire. 

5.1.1. User Profile 

The user group consisted of DW staff members located in both premises, Bonn and 

Berlin. With the exception of one tester from Belgium, all participants came from 

Germany. The age span was between 25 and 55+ years of age. The professional 

background of the participants was journalistic, some of them were experts in the field 

of data journalism and research. To almost equal quota, the group consisted of male 

and female testers. 

5.1.2. Evaluation Results 

In this section an overview of the most relevant evaluation results of the first 

evaluation session is provided.  

Concerning the overall use of the first Storytelling prototype and its main functionalities 

testers were generally fairly satisfied. 
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Figure 4: The prototype was assessed to be usable 

 

Further remarks with regard to the usability 

 
● Functionalities are not obvious at first sight. The interface could be more 

intuitive. 
● Widgets were very helpful. 
● Learning curve is required. The section "applied filters" beyond the search box 

is not explained in the short introduction. Further, in the editor-window are 
some icons that are not intuitively understandable, such as preview, which is 
quite important and could be represented by an eye and be more emphasised. 

● Overall, Usability was good. The items are clear, the functionality easy to find 
in most cases. There are a few minor things that could improve usability: e.g 
the recommended content should not lead to the big search criteria window 
with no indication what to do there. If it's just another search, why would I go 
through the recommendation button? Direct me there immediately, so I can 
choose. And I would expect items, that are clearly related, not just by one 
search term (in my example: Foreign affairs led to two entries about foreign 
affairs with no connection to my text) 

● Only the toggle filter was not easy to find - nor for opening either for closing. 
Good to embed it on the blackboard on the top 

● It looks nice, it is easy to use. I don't like the toggling around things. I want to 
see everything at once and feel like I'm in power of the information and have 
an overview. 

● Not every function was self-explanatory. Text and tooltips would be helpful 
sometimes. 

● You have a good help function, but it's still not easy to move around the tool. 
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The search and visualisation widgets (such as the people widget or the map widget) 

helped journalists to find information.  

 

Figure 5: The overall rating for the widgets was very promising 

 

Most of the Journalists said that interacting with the tool was an overall satisfying 

experience. 

 

Figure 6: The overall satisfaction of using the tool was fairly high 

 

Participants accorded a positive feedback to the results provided and recommended by 

the EUMSSI system.  
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Figure 7: The majority of testers considered that the Storytelling produced relevant results 

 

A special functionality is the “Get related content” feature. The concept is that 

keywords and phrases  are automatically identified and the user is provided with 

related content.  

 

Figure 8: Participants were rather critical about the helpfulness about this feature 
 

 

Asked about what they found to be the biggest advantages (or highlights) of the 

Storytelling Tool, they answered: 
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Highlights of the tool 

 
● Drag & drop; filtering Options. 
● The widgets and the friendliness with which you can find and add content to 

your story. 
● Finding connections between topics & collecting the results in an editor. 

However, not all visuals and other functions provided by the widgets can be 
implemented in the story. 

● That it allows me to work on a story and pull in content from different sources, 
without having to leave the tool. Plus these items are sorted/suggested to me, 
making it a lot easier to pick the right ones (e.g. through the face recognition 
in videos). 

● Widgets and word cloud 
● Audio transcription, video face detection, related content search 
● The look. 
● Polarity function 
● Powerful in search and functionalities, nice compilation tool 
● The social media search 

 

 

On the other hand, the test user also identified shortcomings: 

Major shortcomings of the tool 

 
● The tool brings together a lot of redundant Information. For instance, when 

analysing an article, it provides me with long lists of locations, persons etc. 
without really making sense of it. 

● Search results were not satisfactory. 
● The devil lies in the details. There are quite a lot options but not all of them 

work properly. Also, there might be too much information / too many 
possibilities. E.g. maps can be filtered by country or city but I don't understand 
the meaning, also I don't know what "counts" means in this context. Maybe 
fewer options that are carefully thought through and tested would be better. 
Another example is the result widget, which offers way too much information 
such as html text. Also I am wondering why it is called "result"; it looks like 
just one of many widgets that all present results. 

● It's minor things in the UI as well as in the algorithms behind it, like 
recommendations that are not really related, word clouds without real use 
(doubling of entities due to different spelling etc.) some unclear/confusing 
elements/structures (e.g. the worldmap and ranking - what is it supposed to 
tell me?) 

● Complexity 
● Should be clear what kind of results I can find behind each widget. 
● Location of tweets is unclear, what's the world map for? 
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● Not clear to me what we can transfer to the editor. It is very promising, but 
frustrating if I cannot realise what I would like to do. I want to bring parts of 
the transcript to the editor, for instance. 

● No added value. Why should I use the tool?  
● Restrictions or rights for pictures to use in the web are not clear. 

 

 

Finally, the testers were asked “What would you make better? Do you have 

recommendations for optimisations?”: 

Suggested improvements 

 
● Make Interface clearer and more intuitive; massively reduce amount of textual 

Information. 
● Guidance 
● Usability is quite good ones you understand the system. I noticed that 

sometimes I felt the need to go "backwards" in the widget section but there is 
no arrow 

● Improve the recommendations for related articles. Give users better clues as 
to what they are looking at, e.g. when showing video snippets (why have 
these been chosen?, what am I to expect in these sections, how many videos 
of what?). So overall, make the systems choices more transparent, so users 
can really trust it. Also make the story editor full screen optional, meaning let 
the user hide all the rest to clearly focus on the story. Maybe even make this 
the default - the main item for the user is the story editor (which should have 
clean but clear format features like Headlines, Bold etc. - maybe check out 
editors like medium.com), so just show him/her that, but gently having the 
search options always available at the edge of the screen. So whenever the 
user wants to use it, he/she can easily access it and draw in more content. 

● The toggle filter 
● I don't know where exactly in which step of my daily work the tool can help 

me. Why should I use it? What's the benefit for me? (I have many different 
use cases in my head for different functions of the tool) 

● Offer two modes: simple and advanced 
● Make it simpler without taking away the power. 
● Search results should be shown like they are in the web. 

 

 

5.1.3. Implementation of Feedback 

The feedback from the Journalist user testing was collected, categorised and 

prioritised. A list of 73 identified aspects for improvements was created (see full list in 
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the appendix) and discussed with the technical partners. All of the “high” priority points 

were addressed and implemented before the final User Day in Barcelona. 

5.2. 2nd User Day Barcelona 

During the second (and final) User Day in Barcelona in September 2016, the updated 

and matured Storytelling Tool was presented and evaluated.  

The tasks to be accomplished by the testers were similar to those for the Deutsche 

Welle journalists. The goal was to compile a story by finding information provided by 

the EUMSSI Storytelling tool. Participants were asked to find interesting items (articles 

and/or videos) and opinions about the European refugee crisis and produce an article. 

A total number of fifteen user participated in the test and questionnaire session. 

 
Figure 9: A group of three is introduced to the Storytelling Tool at the 2nd User Day in 

Barcelona  

 

5.2.1. User Profile 

The user group consisted of participants from the User Day meeting. The age span of 

the testers was between 25 and 55+ years old and the countries covered included 

Spain, Germany, France, Albania and Greece. The professional background of the 

participants included journalists, researchers, archivists and a consultant. Five testers, 

who filed in the questionnaire, were female and ten testers were male. 
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5.2.2. Evaluation Results 

In this section an overview of the most important evaluation results of the final 

evaluation session is provided.  

In the rankings below, the colour-coded interpretation is basically as follows:  

● purple and green are very positive rankings 

● orange is neutral 

● red and blue definitely need reconsideration or improving  

 

Concerning the overall use of the evolved Storytelling prototype and its main 

functionalities, testers were generally fairly satisfied. Testers reflected the 

improvements of the Storytelling tool by providing even better grades than in the initial 

version during the evaluations session with the Journalists earlier in the year. 

 

 

Figure 10: The prototype was received to be fairly easy to use 

 

Further remarks with regard to the usability 

 
● Once shown everything is simple 
● More inputs needed 
● Very appealing interface 
● I couldn't always find the required features or wasn't sure if the one I found 

was the one requested in the questionnaire. 
● Easy to use 
● Some UX improvement still required 
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The search and the visualisation widgets (such as the people widget or the map 

widget) helped journalists to find information.  

 

 

Figure 11: Predominantly good and very good ratings for the search tools 

 

The participants said that the use of the tool was a satisfying experience. 

 

 

Figure 12: The overall satisfaction of interacting with the tool was fairly high 

 

 

Participants provided positive feedback about the results and recommendations 

obtained from the EUMSSI Storytelling tool.  
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Figure 13: The majority of testers agreed or even strongly agreed that the EUMSSI system 
produced relevant results 

 

A special functionality is the “Get related content” feature. Keywords and phrases  are 

automatically identified and related content recommendations are given. Most of the 

testers found this feature useful.  

 

Figure 14: Participants found the feature to find more related content fairly helpful 
 

Asked about what they found to be the biggest advantages (or highlights) of the 

Storytelling tool, the participants provided the following answers: 

 

Highlights of the tool 

 
● Multiple views over a single query 
● "Reading" videos 
● The quality of the data base 
● Translation of videos and face recognition 
● Get quick overview about items after first retrieval. 
● All the sources in the same screen 
● The timeline, the display of relations between individual entities 
● Having all sources ready to be merged for you. Like an information magnet 
● Getting related contents and tweets and audio transcripts. 
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● The related context feature, especially since it works on the text I've written 
myself. It doesn't yet recognize all entities in the article written, and the 
results are not always immediately connected, but overall it's very good.. 

● The cloud of words view 
● Visualization of entities, searching for the related information, easy export of 

results into the document I am writing 
● From my point of view, having a thorough analysis of video material is a great 

advantage that as far as I know is not available as such in the market. 
 

 

On the other hand, the test user also identified shortcomings: 

Major shortcomings of the tool 

 
● Limited indexed content at this stage 
● Inputs and languages 
● Amount of content still low 
● It would be a good idea to add more sources and dbs 
● It's difficult to figure out the use of the map 
● The UI/UX, when using the related and search feature. It's too cluttered and 

could use some clean up. 
● The timeline is too slow and does not provide results in some cases 
● Slight usability issues. 

 

 

Finally, the participants were asked “What would you make better? Do you have 

recommendations for optimisations?”: 

 

Suggested improvements 

 
● Adding a video editing tool would be useful 
● Better enhance what to do with keywords 
● As said before: Make sure you find all entities in the written article and clean 

up the user interface to make it clearer. 
● Since the timeline does not work in a reasonable time, maybe could be 

discarded 
● Concentrate on the user experience 
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5.2.3. Implementation of Feedback 

The feedback from the second User Day was collected and discussed within the 
consortium. Most urgent parts - mostly smaller issues and bugs - were identified and 
implemented into the prototype. Some usability issues, such as enhancing the help 
menus, were addressed as well. 
Moreover, a sizeable amount of documents were added to the EUMSSI platform after 
the User Day. Limited amount of content was one of the relevant shortcomings 
detected in the collection of feedback. 
 

5.3. Conclusive Results of the Evaluations 

As mentioned in section 4 of D7.1, user evaluation is primarily aimed at finding out the 
following: “Are our intended users happy with what EUMSSI can do for them?” 
 
Based on the feedback received from the evaluation sessions, the Storytelling tool 

demonstrator of the EUMSSI platform attracted and inspired users. Most of the testers 

said that they found the tool useful, easy to use and that they would recommend it to 

a colleague or a friend. 

 

 

Figure 15: Most of the participants of the second User Day would recommend EUMSSI to a 
colleague or a friend  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Based on the feedback received from the two user evaluation sessions held during this 
year- the in-house testing performed with Deutsche Welle journalists and the second 
User Day event with external users-  we can state that the Storytelling tool attracted 
and inspired users. 
 
The most important aspects of the feedback collected and observed during the first 
quality evaluation session were subsequently implemented into the prototype. Thus 
this feedback significantly contributed to improve the interaction and the overall user 
experience, as well as the good evaluation results obtained in the 2nd User Day. 
 
The vast majority of the testers confirmed that they found the tool useful, easy to use 
and that they would recommend the EUMSSI Storytelling tool to a colleague or a 
friend.  
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7. APPENDIX 

Full list of improvements collected during the DW in-house Journalist evaluation 
session. All high priority improvements were subsequently implemented and 
incorporated to the tool, in time for the 2nd User Day. 
 
EUMSSI Storytelling Tool, User Feedback 
 
# Located / Feature Category Change Prio 

1 Global Usability Reduce textual information high 

2 Global Usability Use Alt-tags to explain / describe the system high 

3 Global Usability Improve Toggle filters high 

4 Global Usability Make scrollbars visible for Mac user high 

5 Global Usability Focus on key features, get rid of the other stuff high 

6 Global Usability System must inform, why it does things high 

7 Global Usability Simplify with the use of tabs, example: CMS low 

8 Global Usability Make clear what are the highlights of the system. high 

9 Global Drag & drop Harmonize drag & drop functionality high 

10 Global Drag & drop Unify embeddable media items high 

11 Global Usability Replace “To editor” with this standard symbol (4 arrows) high 

12 Global Usability Insert a "backwards" link (e.g. Wikipedia Widget) high 

13 Global - Guided Tour Usability Enable an “exit” button at the end of the guided tour low 

14 Global - Toggle Design Harmonize the toggle high 

15 Global - Toggle Usability Make toggle more prominent high 

16 Editor Drag & drop Make content containers movable low 

17 Editor Usability Make preview more prominent low 

18 Editor Usability Make entries in the editor movable (move up, down) high 

19 Editor Usability Enable editor view in fullscreen high 

21 Editor Usability Editor should have clean and clear formats like low 

22 Get Related Content Design Create a new concept of this function high 

23 Get Related Content Design Make “Get related content” results more visible high 

24 Get Related Content Function Provide two modes of getting related content: high 

25 Get Related Content Usability Make “Get related content” feature more usable high 

26 Get Related Content Usability Reduce complexity: E.G. high 

27 Result view Design Make detailed articles view more usable high 

28 Result view Design Make Result view more visually attractive high 

29 Result view Design More visual information for the result view. Use images. high 

30 Result view Usability Always provide the origin of an asset as a link, e.g. Twitter, 
Articles 

high 

31 Result view Usability Provide a readable URL. high 

32 Result view Usability Provide link to original source of article high 
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33 Result view Usability Make results more understandable #2 high 

34 Result view Usability Result view: add phrase low 

35 Result view Usability Make pagination in the result widget clear high 

36 Search Usability Take out search "shall contain" high 

37 Search Design Make the filter area more prominent (more space, bigger 
fonts…) 

high 

38 Search Function Make tweets searchable with images. low 

39 Search Usability Harmonize Font Style in "Applied Filters" high 

40 Search Usability Deletion of filters should also delete keywords from filter area. high 

41 Search Usability Make language list as checkpoint list high 

42 Search Usability Search should automatically show the right widget low 

43 Search Usability Highlight all search queries in the results, also in the flowing text high 

44 Search Usability Get rid of categories, that are not clear, p1. high 

45 Search Usability Get rid of categories, that are not clear, p2 high 

46 Search Usability Make categories clear, e.g.: News. high 

47 Search Usability Make categories clear, e.g.: Wikipedia Events high 

48 Search Wording Use popular wording - "advanced search" high 

49 Search Wording Rename "Applied filters" to "Filtered by" high 

50 Search - Keywords Usability Make keyword generation smart low 

51 Search - Keywords Usability Make number of keywords shown usable high 

52 Search - Keywords Usability Make number of suggested queries shown usable high 

53 Search - Keywords Usability Harmonize keywords low 

54 Source Function Add instagram; it is a great source for photos low 

55 Source Source Update & Index other sources high 

56 Source Usability Delete "youtube-v3" high 

57 Video Function Provide names for person identifications high 

58 Video Readability Add punctuation to audio transcripts high 

59 Video Usability Make video segments understandable and usable high 

60 Video Usability Make video view instantly understandable by providing numbers high 

61 Video Usability Improve overview for videos with person identification high 

62 Video Video Add image to video and make it directly playable high 

63 Widget Drag & drop Make map embeddable high 

64 Widget - Dashboard Usability Allow Dashboard widget to be configurable low 

65 Widget - Dashboard Usability Make tweet timeline in the dashboard bigger or adapt the size low 

66 Widget - Map Function Use Geo location from Tweets to show them on the map high 

67 Widget - Map Usability Make numbers more understandable. high 

68 Widget - Map Usability Make results more understandable #1 high 

69 Widget - Polarity Usability Make the logic of the appearance of tweets in the polarity 
widget clear. 

high 

70 Widget - Results Usability Reposition "Search Results" to Top high 

71 Widget - Results Wording Rename "Result" to "All search results" high 

72 Widget - Timeline Usability Make the timeline faster low 
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73 Widget - Word Cloud Design Improve icon for the word cloud low 

 
 


